
Self- Confidence (Self-
Efficacy) & Self-Talk for Golf 

Bandura’s Model of Self-Efficacy 
TSCI 

Self-Talk Programs for Roy 



Self-Talk 

 Key to cognitive control 

 Engage in self-talk whenever having 
internal dialogue with your self 



Forms of Self-Talk 

 Instructions and reinforcement 
 Stating your convictions 
 Interpreting what you are feeling 

perceiving 
 Can be out loud or in your head 



Benefits of Self-Talk 

 Enhances self-worth and performance 
 Help athlete stay focused and present 

in the moment 
 Helps to not dwell on past mistakes  
 Prevents from thinking to far into 

future 



Self-Talk hinders 
performance when… 

 Self-talk becomes negative 
 Distracting to the task at hand  
 Frequent to the point that it disrupts 

the automatic performance of skills 
 An athlete evaluates performance and 

then engages in derogatory self-
labeling or self-rating (loser, choke 
artist, etc.) 



Roy’s Self-Talk 

 Self-talk for skill acquisition and 
performance: 

o Enhancing skill acquisition can happen as 
result of planned self talk 

o Should become more succinct as skills improve 
o Self-talk shifts from cognitive associations for 

the proper movements of golf swing to shorter 
less frequent focus on the mechanics 

o Focus is now moved to strategy and optimal 
feelings about the golf swing and the game 



Bandura 



Bandura 

  1.Performance accomplishment: past performance 
  2.Vicarious experience: watching someone else 

perform the activity at hand successfully  
  3.Verbal persuasion: provided by sport 

psychologists, coaches & significant others 
(feedback) 

  4.Physiological states: muscle relaxation 
  5.Emotional states: emotional control techniques 
  6.Imaginal experiences:impact on task-specific self-

confidence 



Bandura 

•  1.Roy beats a club member for his clubs 
using baseball and garden tools; Shows his 
confidence about the game and that his self-
talk is focused on strategy, not mechanics. 
Bat (33min-35min) 

 2.Roy realizes he needs to get in the Open to 
prove to “Dr. Lady”, and old school pal, he’s 
not who she thinks he is and who he knows 
he is (35min15sec-35min50sec) 



Bandura 

 3.Roy’s caddy, Romeo, and Dr. Griswold try 
to give Roy feedback in Opening qualifier 
(51min30sec-53min15sec) again at 
(1h45min-1h47min) 

 4/5.Roy demonstrates relaxed performance 
in a high pressure game, the U.S. Open, and 
makes a major comeback 
(1h35min15sec-1h38min) 

 6.Roy visualizes where the ball is going to go 
prior to every shot 



Recommended Self-Talk 
Program for Roy 

 Golf is a high pressure sport. Roy 
demonstrates his “short fuse” throughout 
the film. Self-talk to manage anger would be 
a beneficial program for Roy as it would 
train him to relax and work through his 
emotions instead of just reacting in the form 
of violent out bursts. Golf is also a game of 
manners and composure. The training would 
improve his behavior in this light too. 



Roy’s Anger Along the 
“Quest” 

 The breaking clubs incident: 
(51min30sec-55min) 

 Refusal to “take the 
drop” (1h58min-2h5min) 

TSCI: Roy scored a 106 on the TSIC test which 
is intended to assess sport confidence 
showing that he is a highly confident 
athlete. 


